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1. INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of cytofluorimetric data is an important tool for the study of cell kinetics. In the 
present paper we will take into account the problems connected with the analysis of unidimensional 
data and, in particular, the problem of recovering DNA distribution from cytofluorimetric 
histograms. 
The probabilistic basis of the problem can be stated as follows. Given an unobservable random 
variable Y (DNA content of a cell of a sample from a given cell population) with support into 
an interval [a, b] and an observable random variable X (fluorescence intensity of the same cell) with 
support in R 1, the relationship between the two variables can be expressed by the following 
fundamental equation of cytofluorometry: 
F(x) = |P(x/y)  dG (y), (1) 
Lt 
where 
F(x) = probability distribution function of X 
P(x/y) = conditional probability distribution function of X/Y; 
G(y) = probability distribution function of Y. 
The basic stochastic problem is the following: given F(x) and P(x/y) calculate G(y). The 
statistical problem is more complicated and can be divided into three subproblems, namely: 
(a) given the treated cell sample estimate F(x); 
(b) given the binding mechanism between the DNA and the fluorescent enzyme, 
evaluate P(x /y ); 
(c) given the estimates of F(x) and P(x/y) calculate a good estimate of G(y). 
(a). Usually non-parametric techniques are employed for this problem. The support of X is 
divided into a finite number (N) of fixed and exclusive classes (xl, xi+ I) (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  N), every time 
the observed variable falls into the ith class it is assumed that it takes the value (xt + xi+0/2, that 
will be denoted by xi. Then, given a sample x = (x,, x2 . . . . .  x,) from the population X, the empirical 
distribution function can be calculated and gives the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of F(x); 
its generalized density will be denoted by f(x). 
The problem can be solved also by a kernel approach, which results in a more regular estimate 
of F(x) (one can see Hand [1] and Devroye and Gyrrfi [2] for details about the method). 
In the present paper we will use this approach to obtain a regular estimate for F(x), that allows 
a better estimation for the range of Y, as will be shown in the following. 
(b). The problem can be solved by means of mathematical models of the binding process. On 
the basis of biochemical considerations (mass action law) a reasonable model allows to express the 
probability density function of X/Y as follows: 
p(x/y) = N(y, a(y)), 
where a(y) can't be directly calculated, so it is a nuisance function to be estimated [3, 4]. 
(c). As to the problem of estimating the mixing distribution G(y) for the actual case solutions 
have been tried by means of several parametric and non-parametric techniques ( ee Nicolini and 
Zeitz [5], Bruni et al. [3], Ritch et al. [6] and references cited therein). 
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In the present paper we will consider the non-parametric approach as it seems the most flexible. 
Then the support of Y will be divided into M exclusive classes (M ~< N) (y; yj+~] and any value 
of Y which falls into the interval (yj, Yj+I] will be considered equal to (yj+ yy+~)/2 and denoted 
again by yj. Then equation (1) can be rewritten as follows: 
M 
f (x)  = ~ p(x/yj)gj. (1') 
j=l 
If we consider the statistical problem with f (x)  estimated byf (x)  it is possible to obtain a discrete 
linear version of equation (1') 
M 
E(f(x,)lg) = ~.,PugJ = Pg, (2) 
j=l 
where the matrix P = (p#) is a suitable discrete approximation ofp (x/y) [depending on a (y)]. Then 
the problem is a constrained linear problem [decomposition f the mixture given by equation (2)] 
and can be stated as follows. 
Givenf(x) and P, find a vector o* ~ R + and a vector g* e Sg = {x ~ RU: xi i> 0, Vi and Y.ix~ = 1} 
so as to obtain 
6 (~, f*) = min 6 (i ~, f), (3) 
f~s/ 
where 6 is a suitable distance index between vectors of R ~ (for general references about he problem 
see Everitt and Hand [7], Redner and Walker [8] and Fabi and Rossi [9]). 
In the following we will use as 6 the Kullback-Leibler directed ivergence between {and f [10], 
to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates of g and o as a result of the minimization problem 
with respect o 6. 
The choice of the maximum likelihood method has been suggested by the wellknown good 
properties of the estimates obtained. Other possibilities where to minimize 6 given by simple 
weighted least squares index or X 2. The corresponding estimates are poorer than the MLE. 
The non-parametric MLE of a mixing density can't be explicitly evaluated and must be 
numerically calculated by means of algorithmic procedures. 
A general procedure for the actual problem has been proposed and tested in some previous 
papers [4, 11, 12]. 
2. THE ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
The proposed method is a general E-M (expectation-maximization) algorithm [13] which allows 
to obtain the numerical values of the maximum likelihood estimates of g and a. The main step 
of the method can be derived on the basis of the following considerations. 
Consider the stochastic relationship (1'); the symmetric following expression can be written 
gj = f x (yflx)f(x) dx, (4) 
where n (yflx) is the conditional probability that Y takes the value yj given x ~< X < x + dx and 
can be expressed as follows, by the use of Bayes' formula: 
p(x/yj)gj (5) rc(yflx)= M 
p(x/yk)gk 
k=l  
If we replace equation (5) in equation (4) we find the following basic equation of the method: 
f p(x/yj)gj f (x)  dx. (6) gj 
2., P (x/Yk)gk 
k=l  
Indeed it suggests the following iterative procedure for the numerical evaluation of g*: 
(1) fix an initial approximation gO for g; 
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(2) Yp > 0 compute the pth approximation for g by the following formula 
(3) stop when 
= y(x , )  
"' E P(x,/y )gi 
k=l  
6(f, fO,-,)) _ 6(f,  f(P)) < e(e > 0), f(P)= Pg(P). 
(7) 
As to the nuisance vector a, the estimate can be numerically evaluated, at each step, by the use 
of the invariance property of the maximum likelihood estimates [4, 14]. Then the complete method 
can be stated as follows: 
(1) fix an initial approximation gO for g and a ° for a; 
(2) Vk > 0 compute the following approximations for g and a 
g(k) ~ P(k-l'(xffyi)gJa-" f(x,>; (7'> J = 
i=, ~ p(k-,)(xi/yt)glk-,) 
I=1 
= ,Z (x,- ,,(,,/x,>f(x,) l (8> 
where 
p(k-1) (xi/yj) = N(yj, SJ k- ')) 
{ x 1 F i- Y'] ~o(k-') 
1 - i  L k-'' J J°' Sjk_ ~) exp 
rdk- ' ) (Yf fX' )=~S~_j~exp(_~[~]2}g,k- , )"  (9) 
Step (3) remains unchanged. 
The convergence of the proposed procedure to the maximum likelihood estimates of g and a 
has been shown in some previous papers [4, 8, 11]. 
We can observe that it is sufficient o prove the convergence of the method with respect o the 
problem of estimating the mixing distribution as the estimate for a is derived, at each step, by the 
use of the invariance property of the MLE. 
The function f*(xi) = Zjp(xdyj)g* has the following property [11, 15]: 
E(f/f*) = 1; a2(t'/f *) ~< max f(x,) 1. 
i=,,2 ..... u f*(x,) 
These results allow the use of the method as a smoothing procedure for density estimation [16]. 
From this point of view the algorithm can be interpreted as a "weighted" Kernel method for 
non parametric density estimation [l, 2]. 
In the following we will use these considerations to obtain an automatic procedure based upon 
two consecutive applications of the E-M algorithm. 
The first one will produce a smoothed version forf(x)  and allow, in particular, finding the exact 
positions of the bumps of the fluorescence density, with a greater accuracy. This is particularly 
important when dealing with compound cell populations, as those related to solid tumors. The 
mutual positions of the bumps give, in that case, some information about the DNA content of the 
G0/Ol phase in the normal vs the tumor cell population, which is an index of malignancy of the 
tumor itself. The range of Y is assumed to lay between the first and the last significant bump. 
The second application of the algorithm to the smoothedf(x), will give the maximum likelihood 
estimates of g (and ,r). 
With respect o the estimate of g we can use the theory of maximum likelihood estimation to 
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derive asymptotic properties. In particular we can calculate the information matrix (the 
variance/covariance matrix) of the vector g*, that results 
I = (It,) = n p(xt Yt xi/y, xi • 
i=1 "= 
The efficiency of the E-M algorithm has been tested by means of several simulation studies [11, 15]. 
To analyze real data we must first solve some preliminary problems; in fact real DNA data are 
affected by noise due to outliers (cell debris and aggregates of two or more cells). 
' In the following sections there will be shown an approach to these problems. 
3. BACKGROUND 
The problem of the signal due to background is well known by the researchers working in 
cytofluorometry. Usually the approach is via graphical techniques and the results are very poor. 
We will now propose an alternative approach. 
Recently a stochastic model of the process of generation of cell debris was proposed by Schmidt 
[17]; it allows to obtain a suitable parametrization f the related signal, that affects the empirical 
distributionf(x). The model has been validated by means of simulation studies by Schmidt himself. 
In the present paper we will use such a parametrization to propose a filtering procedure for the 
signal due to background. It is necessary to give first some elements about such a model. Let us 
consider the cell population, which is compound of integer cells and aggregates of two or more 
integer cells, and the unknown probability distribution of the DNA content i~(y). Some empirical 
data suggest hat the expected number of the breaking points in an element of the population is 
proportional to its DNA content (this hypothesis similar to the one used for the model of genetic 
crossing-over). 
It seems that a suitable mathematical model for such a phenomenon is then the Poisson process 
with a constant parameter p. 
On the basis of these considerations Schmidt proposed the Poisson model of cell debris and 
derived the probability distribution function of the DNA content in the treated cell population as 
a function of the parameter p and the probability distribution function of the DNA content in the 
untreated cell population. Such a distribution can be expressed as follows: 
fy 
+ oo 
G(y) = 1 - [exp(-py)/(1 + p~(y))] [1 + p( r / -  y)] dG(q), 
where 
(lO) 
G(y) = probability distribution function of the random variable Y in the treated 
cell population; 
G-(y) = analogous distribution of Y in the untreated cell population; 
E (y )  = _f~y dG-(y). 
Our aim is to determine (7(y) on the basis of cytofluorimetric empirical histograms f (x) ,  
generated by G(x), as expressed in equation (1'). 
We can directly apply the E-M procedure to calculate the MLE of G(y), then the problem 
actually is to calculate G(y) and p on the basis of G(y). 
As we are dealing with an intrinsic discrete problem we can consider the finite expression (2). 
On the basis of equation (10) we can express g~ as follows: 
b 
~, = [1 + pE(y)]g, exp(pyi) + exp[--p(yi+l - y,)] ~ [1 + P(Yk --Y,+t)]gk 
Yk > Yi 
b 
- -~  [I+p(yk--Y,)]~k, (a<~y,<~b). (11) 
Yk>Yi 
Then we obtain g~ on the basis of {gk}k > i, E (y)  and p, which is unknown and must be calculated 
too. 
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The proposed complete algorithm to obtain the non-parametric MLE of g on the basis of the 
empirical f (x)  can be stated as follows: 
(1) use the steps of the algorithm proposed previously over the range (0, b] for y to 
obtain the MLE of g; 
(2) on the basis ofg over the interval (0, b] apply the following procedure for filtering 
the signal due to background and obtain the value of | over the range of interest 
[a,b]. 
The filtering procedure will be based on equation (11). 
We must first solve the problem of calculating p as ~ can be calculated by equation (11) 
conditionally to the value of p [E(y) = E(y) at the first iteration]. 
To calculate p let us consider equation (10) evaluated for y = a; as G(a)= 0, we can write 
b 
G(a) = 1 - [exp(-pa)/(1 + pE(y)] ~ [1 + p(y~- a)]g~ (10') 
a, 
and then we obtain that p must be the solution of the following equation: 
p = [log(1 - (pa/(1 + pE(y)))) - log(1 - G(a))](l/a). (10") 
As it can be trivially shown that equation (10") is a contraction for p/> 0 and g(y )  > a, that 
is certainly true for our application, equation (10") can be used iteratively to find the numerical 
value of p conditionally to the current value of g(y) .  In particular, choosing an initial value for 
p (for instance p = 0), it can be calculated a better value p' on the basis of equation (10") and iterate 
until we get I p' - p I < E, with arbitrary e > 0. 
Conditionally to the last value obtained for p, a better estimate g' of g, over the interesting 
interval [a, b], can be obtained, by the use of equation (11) as follows: 
g~ = [1 + pE(y)]giexp(pyt) + exp[--p(y;+l -Yi)] ~_, [1 + P(Yk +Y~+,)]g~, 
Yk>Yi 
-- ~ [l +p(yk--yi)]g'k, (11') 
Yk>Yi 
g' must then be normalized over the range of interest. 
On the basis of g' we can then apply equation (10") to obtain a better approximation for p and 
iterate. 
The procedure will stop when [E ' (y ) -  E(y)l < ~, with arbitrary e > 0. 
4. AGGREGATES IN DIPLOID POPULATIONS 
Some authors approach the problem by proposing procedures to filter the data before dealing 
with the estimation of the interesting parameters. This is not the best way to proceed. 
Indeed, in the actual case, also the data coming from the sub-population of the aggregates may 
provide a very useful information about the population of the pure cells [12]. We will then propose 
a procedure to obtain at the same time the estimates of the parameters of the whole population. 
A posteriori an E-M algorithm will compute the estimates of the parameters of the population of 
the pure cells, filtering with respect o the sub-population of the aggregates. 
Let us consider that b is the abscissa of the last significant bump off(x).  In the case of a diploid 
population with a proportion of aggregates we get usually the first bump at a (corresponding to
G0/G1 phase), a second bump at a point approximately equal to 2a (corresponding to G2/M 
phase), and a third bump at a point approximately equal to 3a that is denoted by b (corresponding 
to aggregates of a G1 and and G2 cell or three G1 cells); let us call a2 the abscissa of the second 
bump. 
The E-M algorithm, with the correction given by the routine that filter the signal due to 
background, will produce the estimate of the whole distribution g into the interval [a, b]. This 
allows some considerations to obtain a feasible solution into the interval [a, a2], which is the range 
of interest for our problem of recovering DNA distribution in a diploid cell population. In 
particular we can use the information given by g(b) to get an estimate for the proportion of the 
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aggregates of two cells with a DNA content a, equivalent to a unique cell with a DNA content 
2a, which causes an overestimation of g(a2). 
Let us first normalize the distribution over the range of interest [a, a2]. For a better 
approximation we can consider the following simple model. 
Let K be the coefficient of aggregation between two cells, that we suppose independent of y. As 
a matter of fact, we know that g(a2) is given by the summation of g(a2) + A, where g(a2) is the 
proportion of the cells with a DNA content 2a, and A is the proportion of the aggregates between 
two cells with a DNA content a; we know also that g(b) is an estimate of the proportion of the 
aggregates between a cell with a DNA content a and a cell with a DNA content 2a, or three cells 
with a DNA content a, while g(a) can be considered as a good estimate of the proportion of the 
cells with a DNA content a. We can now use all these pieces of information to propose an E-M 
procedure to obtain an estimate for g(a2). 
Suppose we can know the value of K, then we could write 
A = K[g(a)] 2 and g(a2) =~(a2) -A .  
We can then conclude that K is sufficient o obtain the MLE of A and to filter the aggregates for 
a better estimate of g, by a simple normalization. 
But how can we obtain an estimate for K? 
Suppose we know g(a2), then we could write 
K = [x/[g(a2)] 2 + 2g(a)~(b) -g(a2)] /2~(a) ]  2, 
we can now propose an E-M filtering procedure on the basis of the following steps: 
(1) assume g°(a2) = g(a2); 
(2) for any p > 0 calculate 
K~P) = [x/[g ~)(a 2)] 2 q- 2g (a)g (b) - g ~)(a 2)]/2L~ (a)]2 
A ~p) = K~)~(a)] 2, g~P+l)(a2) = ~(a2) - At); 
(3) stop when g~)(a2) -  g~P-t)(a2)< E with e > 0. 
(4) normalize over the interval [a, a2] after subtracting the estimate of A from 
g(a2) and adding twice to g(a). 
It is trivial to show the convergence of the filtering procedure on the basis of the general theory 
of the E-M algorithm [13]. 
To validate this simple model for aggregates we considered particular populations, such as 
lymphocytes and microspheres, that have a point DNA content, given by a, and applied the 
complete E-M procedure. The results are shown in Table 1, where k 1 denotes the estimate of k, 
obtained on the basis of the values ~(a) and ~(a2); k2 denotes the analogous estimate obtained 
on the basis of ~(a), g(a2) and ~(b). 
We can observe that the two estimates have quite similar values for the populations of 
lymphocytes and of microspheres; the fact that k2 > k 1 in both cases can be easily explained by 
considering that, as the range for g is truncated, in any case, at the third bump, the mass at the 
right side of such a point is concentrated at b and this causes some overestimation for g(b). 
The results obtained show the global efficiency of the complete E-M procedure. More extended 
analysis and comparisons are reported in Ref. [15, 18]. 
If we have to analyze aneuploid populations we must consider a proper parametrization for the 
aggregates and obtain a suitable filtering procedure. 
Table 1 
Lymphocytes Microspheres 
~(a) ~(a2) ~(b) ~(a) ~(a2) ~(b) 
0.93051 0.0218135 0.0023241 0.952273 0.028701 0.0004914 
k I 0.0218648 0.0273203 
k2 0.0248663 0.0340626 
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5. THE AUTOMATIC PROCEDURE 
As the main step of the E-M algorithm is quite easy to program (actually the language is 
FORTRAN), so are the filtering procedures for background and aggregates, the crucial point is 
to propose a suitable method to find the starting conditions as to optimize the convergence of the 
complete procedure. 
The starting conditions consist of: 
(1) choice of the range for Y; 
(2) choice of the points y~ (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M) to discretize the range of Y; 
(3) choice of gO and a °. 
There is not a wide choice for discretizing the range of X as this is connected with the sensitivity 
of the instrument used to measure X. Usually integer points of the positive x-axis (x ~< 300) are 
considered as central points of the intervals (xi, xi+~] for the estimation of f (x) ;  this will be the 
case in the following. 
1. This is a crucial point as the E-M algorithm can produce g* = 0 if gO > 0, but it can't 
produce g* > 0 if gO = 0. 
This could suggest o choose the range of Y as wide as possible, in the limit range (Y) = range 
(X). 
This choice would deteriorate the possibility of estimating ~ (we can't estimate more than N 
parameters). Moreover the estimates of g and a will result more robust if a smaller number of 
parameters i  employed in modelling the cytofluorimetric problem. Then we must obtain a suitable 
reduction of range (Y) to a proper subset of range (X). As a matter of fact the normal kernel in 
equation (1) produces a dispersion for X greater than the original dispersion of Y. In practice to 
obtain a suitable reduction we can take into account he different features of a cell population, 
as reported in the exhaustive paper by Ritch et al. [6]. 
On the basis of such biomedical considerations we can propose that range (Y) should lay between 
the first and the fifth bump of f (x)  (it will be better to overestimate he number of bumps as the 
algorithm automatically reduces it). 
Then a subroutine of the procedure finds five (or less) significant bumps of f (x)  and chooses as 
range (Y) the closed interval between the first and the last significant bump. 
The open interval between the origin and the first bump is considered belonging to range (Y) 
too. This allows filtering background as shown in Section 3. The estimate of the total mass at the 
left side of the first bump [G(a)] is necessary to estimate the parameter of Schmidt's model of cell 
debris. 
A symmetric tail at the right side of the last significant bump avoids overestimating the last 
component of g, as observed when dealing with the special populations for validating the 
mathematical model for aggregates. The filtering subroutines provide a previous normalization of
g over the interval between the first and the last significant bump to neglect he components of 
g related to aggregates and cell debris. 
The subroutine MAXED, that finds the bumps, works as follows: 
(a) Two vectors BUMP and IBUMP are defined and overdimensioned. 
(b) The procedure looks for values o f f (x )  such that 
f(x) - f (x  - 1) i> 0 and f(x) - f (x  + 1) t> 0 (x > s, s fixed), 
such values of f are stored in BUMP and the corresponding values of x in 
IBUMP. 
(c) The vector BUMP is ordered decreasingly and truncated after the fifth 
component. The mapping between the components of BUMP and IBUMP is 
preserved. 
(d) The truncated vector IBUMP is ordered increasingly; the number of significant 
bumps (i.e. the number of the components of the truncated IBUMP greater 
than zero) is stored in the variable named ICAR. The mapping between the 
components of IBUMP and BUMP is preserved. 
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IF ICAR= 1 ( IBUMP(5)=x0 then range (Y)=[xl ,2x~];  if ICAR=2 
(IBUMP(4) = Xl, IBUMP(5) = x:) then range (Y) = [xl, 2x2]. 
This allows to deal similarly with respect to diploid as well as aneuploid 
populations, for what concerns the choice of range (Y). 
(e) Range (Y) is extended, as said before, adding the two tails to allow filtering 
procedures. 
2. The subroutine CANAL, that discretizes range (Y), works as follows: the number M is 
divided by ICAR in such a way to have a remainder greater than zero; the quotient is stored in 
the variable named NC. 
Then the points Yl (i = 1, 2 . . . . .  M) are chosen as follows: 
a = YNc = IBUMP (1); 
Y2Nc = IBUMP (2); . . .  ; 
YlCAg. NC = IBUMP (ICAR) = b; 
y i=0+i*DELTA (1), i=1 ,2  . . . .  ,NC-1 ;  
DELTA (1) = YNc/NC; 
y~ = yNc + (i - NC)  * DELTA (2), i=NC+I , . . . ,2NC-1 ;  
DELTA (2) = (Y2Nc  - -  yNc)/NC; 
Yi = YlCAg.r~C + (i -- ICAR'NC)DELTA (1), i = ICAR'NC + 1 . . . . .  M. 
The points y~ (i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  M) are the central points of the intervals (Yi, Y~+~)]. 
This choice for Yi is such that there is a constant number NC of components in any interval 
( IBUMP (k), IBUMP (k + 1)]. For a better fitting one could use in any interval a number of 
components proportional to the length of the interval. There is no problem in modifying the 
subroutine CANAL to take into account such a possibility [24]. 
3. The subroutine GSIGM, that finds suitable initial values for the vector parameters g and 
a works as follows: 
(a) A parametrization is considered for tr(y) [3] tr(y) = x /~ (? = constant to be estimated), then 
a unique parameter allows to find a suitable initial vector a. A value for ? can be found looking 
for $ = max Ix e (0, a): f (x) ~< 0.6f (a)] and estimating tr(a) = x /~ = a - ~ and then ? = (a - ~)2/a; 
tr, = x / /~  (i = 1, 2 . . . .  , M) [19]. 
As a matter of fact this parametrization for a(y)  is satisfactory just to estimate an initial 
point; actually experiments, using controlled cell populations, have been planned to find a better 
parametrization for a(y) .  
(b) The initial value for g can be now calculated using a modified classification maximum 
likelihood criterion [20]. The procedure works as follows: 
--consider the points Yjr~c (J = 1 . . . . .  ICAR) and, for any j, choose symmetrical 
points YjNc - Yj, YjNc + Yj, where yj is a number proportional to aj such that 
yj.NC--yj> ytj_l).Nc+ ~j_l + 1 and yj.NC+ y j< y(j+l).NC--yj+l- 1 
and 
- -compute 
y,y(x,) 
I 
gO = E[f(xl)]  
Yo = 0, Y(ICAR+I).NC = max [x : f (x )  > 0] + 1; 
(Yj.Nc - Y1 <~ xt <~ Yj.r~c + Yj), ( j  = 1, . . . ,  ICAR); 
(YjNc +Yj < Xt < Y(j+0r~C -- Yj+3, 
( j  = 0 . . . . .  ICAR), ( jNC < i ( j  + I)NC), .YlCAR+I ~ O. 
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We can observe that this method for calculating is, in some sense, equivalent to standard 
graphical methods for decomposition of mixtures and analysis of DNA histograms [5, 6], but as 
it is used just to find the initial value for g, no problem arises about the bad asymptotic properties 
[201. 
Now we have got the starting conditions to apply the E-M algorithm and obtain g*, a*, f* by 
means of the iterative procedure proposed in Section 2. 
To use the first application of the E-M algorithm as a smoothing method for density estimation 
we can apply again MAXED and CANAL with t' replaced by f* and then use the E-M procedure 
with gO and a ° replaced by g* and a* 
The new value of g*, obtained as a result of the second application of the method can be used 
as initial value for the filtering procedure BACKGR (filtering background as proposed in Section 
3). The vector ~, obtained as result of BACKGR, is used as initial value for the filtering procedure 
ELAGGR (filtering aggregates as proposed in Section 4). 
We must note that ELAGGR is used, at present, just for the analysis of diploid populations, 
as the mathematical model for the aggregates i  related to such populations. 
The experimental data, required as INPUT, (vector f of the absolute frequencies of the classes 
xi (xi = 1, 2 . . . .  , N) are filed on some magnetic device, by means of a suitable routine, and then 
normalized and stored in a vector FN (f). 
The OUTPUTS produced by the procedure are the following: 
(i) the vectors IBUMP and BUMP (truncated); 
(ii) the vectors y, g*, a*; 
(iii) the statistical indices: 
(a) K -L  = Kullback-Leibler directed divergence beween ~ and f*; 
(b) S = residual standard eviation 
(c) D = index of goodness of fit, [21] calculated by the following formula: 
D = 1 -- ~. ( f - - f * )2 /E  ( f - j r )  2, 
f 
where f is the mean value o f f ;  
(iv) the graphs of f and f* (jointly); 
(v) the vector ~, if the subroutine BACKGR is used; 
(vi) the vector g, if the subroutine ELAGGR is used. 
6. A DEMONSTRATION RUN 
The values of the cytofluorimetric data to be processed are reported in Table 2. The code of the 
experiment is 3LL (data collected by Istituto Tumori "Regina Elena" of Rome). The population 
considered is a controlled tumor population where a proportion of G0/G1 normal cells is also 
present. It is known a priori that the DNA content of the normal cells is about ½ of the DNA content 
of the G0/G1 tumor cells. 
We can observe from Table 2 that the vector g* has a first bump at Y5 = 22.25, a second 
bump at y~ = 50, a third bump at Y12 = 92, a fourth bump at Yl7 --- 128.5 and then it increases 
monotonically, due to the truncation of the right tail. 
We could then conclude that the procedure has isolated the sub-populations of: 
(1) G0/G1 normal cells debris (Ys, g*); 
(2) G0/G1 normal cells (Ys, g*); 
(3) G0/G1 tumor cells (Y12, g~*2); 
(4) aggregates (Yl7, g*7). 
Better esults could be achieved by using a greater value of M and a more suitable discretization 
of range (Y), number of the components in the interval [IBUMP (k), IBUMP (k + 1)] proportional 
to the length of the interval (this option is now allowed by the procedure [24]). 
In Fig. 1 the graphs of ~(O) and f* (11) are shown jointly (O iff~ =f* ;  i = 1, 2 . . . .  , N). 
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Table 2 
Data 
3LL 
0 3 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 30 103 132 152 94 86 80 
81 85 76 64 61 72 52 62 54 41 56 48 47 45 33 55 
52 37 36 43 51 4,4 39 58 56 90 120 189 342 608 679 803 
890 939 670 553 413 280 182 106 95 61 47 46 48 35 36 22 
35 28 40 29 36 35 38 30 22 31 23 36 41 41 40 54 
51 78 89 89 109 120 140 188 204 212 240 224 228 218 217 226 
224 196 210 211 177 179 183 158 175 143 134 146 132 102 96 112 
106 95 93 101 106 99 80 96 92 89 89 67 88 87 69 72 
95 86 92 92 79 75 86 79 91 89 77 75 88 96 76 90 
91 83 88 87 83 57 78 66 75 110 72 92 90 80 91 85 
90 69 86 88 92 93 90 108 89 70 97 81 82 83 66 77 
66 68 77 55 59 51 56 53 59 35 45 39 46 46 39 34 
49 34 40 32 28 30 36 26 0 35 45 39 46 46 39 24 
Output (I application of the procedure) 
IBUMP: 13, 50, 91, 105, 154 
BUMP: 0.00695, 0.04296, 0.01098, 0.00801, 0.00503 
K-L  = 0.01807: S = 0.001264;D= 0.84 
y ~* g* 
3.2500 1.26987 0.00027 
6.5000 39.88318 0.00000 
9.7500 1.01221 0.00000 
13.0000 3.19167 0.02754 
22.2500 23.04652 0.04048 
31.5000 6.34479 0.00746 
40.7500 24.90073 0.03299 
50.0000 9.37488 0.29740 
60.2500 17.11212 0.01903 
70.5000 8.45959 0.01000 
80.7500 19.84827 0.02737 
91.0000 15.56030 0.08172 
94.5000 19.91968 0.02808 
98.0000 7.25903 0.02149 
101.5000 19.81079 0.02732 
105.0000 17.71094 0.05342 
117.2500 30.46680 0.05928 
129.5000 20.29590 0.03125 
141.7500 25.61035 0.02848 
154.0000 13.80518 0.00233 
157.2500 44.53369 0.00358 
160.5000 59.84814 0.00341 
163.7500 59.46143 0.00773 
167.0000 448.75439 0.18935 
Output (H application of the procedure) 
IBUMP: 13, 50, 
BUMP: 0.00668, 0.0393 I,
K -L  = 0.01865; S = 0.001287; D = 0.8372 
y o'* 
3.2500 1.16208 
6.5000 41.97332 
9.7500 0.82314 
13.0000 3.07424 
22.2500 25.72030 
31.5000 4.14032 
40.7500 44.40500 
50.0000 9.21387 
60.5000 42.88287 
71.0000 6.20557 
81.5000 28.52344 
92.0000 19.84814 
98.2500 20.06689 
104.5000 11.72803 
110.7500 24.69141 
117.0000 19.29834 
128.5000 35.34814 
140.0000 25.07031 
151.5000 34.03809 
163.0000 18.94824 
166.2500 46.75928 
169.5000 145.95459 
172.7500 274.32959 
176.0000 322.63037 
92, 
0.01082, 
g* 
0.0002 I 
0.00010 
0.00002 
0.02665 
0.04176 
0.00168 
0.04474 
0.28752 
0.02704 
0.00449 
0.03287 
0.09517 
0.05913 
0.03630 
0.03654 
0.02979 
0.05296 
0.03438 
0.03121 
0.00429 
0.01265 
0.01280 
0.01802 
0.10968 
117, 
0.00466, 
163 
0.00432 
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Fig. I. Graphs of f (0 )  and f* ( I ) ,  C) if f =f*. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
In spite of  the good asymptot ic  propert ies o f  the E -M procedure, that make it very useful for 
the analysis of  cytof luorimetr ic data,  we must observe that it requires a long computat ion time. 
Recently, some improvement has been achieved by the use of  Fast  Four ier  Transform in the main 
step of  the procedure [22]. 
I f  we consider the robustness of  the method,  we must observe that better results, in this sense, 
could be obtained by a strict parametr izat ion of a(y) ,  to reduce the number of  the parameters to 
be estimated. Some work has been done in this direction; the results will appear.  
Some work has been done also in the direction of  generalizing the procedure to higher dimension 
and to recover patterns different f rom DNA histograms. 
Some considerat ions about  this wider use of  the E -M method are reported in Titter ington and 
Rossi [23]. 
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